
Efficient and environmentally friendly 
- with innovative and flexible features 

VP600



User friendly and easy to reach accessories Magnetic hinges securing high reliabilityHEPA H13 exhaust filter is standard on all 
VP600 variants



Efficient and Energy Saving 
Cleaning Performance

Nilfisk VP600 is the efficient and advanced choice ensuring 
cost-effective cleaning of applications such as hotels,  
contract cleaning, restaurants, offices and institutions.

VP600 offers a wide range of features to choose from 
and you can find exactly the variant that fits your specific 
cleaning job. Choose the cord solution that suits you and 
helps you reduce cleaning time and improve the cleaning 
process. Great user benefits and clever design offers you 
what you’d expect from a Nilfisk vacuum cleaner.

·  330/550W or 730/330 fan unit with energy rating  
ranging from A++ to A

·  Dual speed function for optimized power consumption 
and cleaning performance

- with a magnetic attraction!

The modular VP600 allows flexibility to choose exactly what cord you 
need: standard, detachable or cord rewind

·  HEPA exhaust filter as standard
·  New magnetic closing of dust compartment securing high 
reliability and ease of use 

·  Available with standard cord, detachable cord or cord 
rewind

·  Best in class sound quality

The modular design not only allows flexibility to choose 
exactly what you need but it also makes the machine easy 
to maintain and service for years to come. When a cord is 
worn out or damaged, it can easily be replaced by a new 
cord module in no time, providing you with a machine that 
need never be out of service.



Nilfisk A/S
Kornmarksvej 1 · DK-2605 Brøndby · Denmark
Tel.: +45 43 23 81 00 · Fax: +45 43 43 77 00
mail.com@nilfisk.com
www.nilfisk.com

You expect it, we deliver it!

Technical specifications
Description Unit VP600 Eco VP600 BASIC VP600 STD2 VP600 STD3

Item no. 107418540 107418541 41600860 41600861

Energy efficiency class

Annual energy consumption (kWh/annum) 11 24 26 26

Dust pick up on carpets C na C C

Dust pick up on hard floor C D A A

Dust re-emission class A A A A

Sound power level (dB(A) IEC/EN 60335-2-69) 70/74 74 74/70 74/70

Rated power W 330/550 730 730/330 730/330

Suction power end of tube W 75/155 200 200/75 200/75

Sound pressure level IEC/EN 60335-2-69 dB(A) 58/62 62 62/58 62/58

Airflow l/sec. 24/28 30 30/24 30/24

Vacuum at nozzle kPa 15/18 22 22/15 22/15

Dust bag capacity litre 8 8 8 8

HEPA H13 cm2 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cable length m 15 (Detachable) 10 (Fixed) 15 (Detachable) 10 (Rewind)

Length x width x height cm 48x30x27 48x30x27 48x30x27 48x30x27

Weight (machine only) kg 7 7 7 7

Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice.
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With the highly efficient energy saving fan unit, the sound level is tough to beat! This will enable cost-effective daytime cleaning in noise sensitive 
areas without disturbing customers in your shop, guests in your hotel or staff in the office. 


